What coin is this?

A penny has a value of __________.

Which coin has a value of 5¢?

_____________________

What coin is this?

penny nickel dime

nickel dime quarter
What coin is this?

A quarter has a value of __________.

Which coin has a value of 1¢?

_______________________

What coin is this?

penny  nickel  quarter

nickel  dime  quarter
9. Coin Identification

What coin is this?

A dime has a value of
__________.

Which coin has a value of 25¢?
_______________________

What coin is this?

penny   nickel   dime

penny   nickel   quarter

nickel   dime   quarter

penny   nickel   dime
13. **Coin Identification**

What coin is this?

14. **Coin Identification**

A nickel has a value of

__________.

Which coin has a value of 10¢?

_______________________

What coin is this?

penny  dime  quarter

nickel  dime  quarter
Task Cards: Coin Identification

8. _____________________________  16. _____________________________
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Task Cards: Coin Identification

1. quarter
2. nickel

8. quarter
16. nickel